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Across the world, every country has age-old, time-tested secrets that
women use for looking and feeling beautiful. Shalini Vadhera, celebrity
make-up artist and internationally identified beauty expert goes on an
experience -- to Europe, Asia, Africa, america, South America, Australia
and beyond - revealing secrets for luxurious hair, glowing skin, and
even more. Regardless of your latitude or longitude on the globe, by
using the details in this publication you can truly turn into a global
goddess! Additionally, Shalini Vadhera will bring in you to the secrets
of spices, natural remedies, and spa treatments from around the world.
Learn how women around the world stay gorgeous:· reverse the hands of
period with a white clay mask like Australian beauties perform· refresh
your complexion with white tea – a historical Chinese anti-aging secret·
use coconut oil for glossy, shimmering hair as South Asian females have
done for centuriesA beauty treatment and make-over with an exotic flair
is as a long way away as your local grocery store – figure out how to
unleash the beatifying power of yogurt, lemon, essential olive oil,
honey, and other surprising ingredients.And once you've got your skin
layer and hair seeking wonderful, Shalini Vadhera dips into her handbag
of international beauty methods and reveals a variety of techniques for
selecting and applying make-up and always looking your absolute
best.Passport to Beauty features unique, yet basic beauty tips and
methods as well as instructions for creating cleaning masks, exfoliation
blends, and moisturizers for hair and body.
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Love Everything ABOUT ANY OF IT This book really was great,one thing I
wish is that she could have been more detailed about some of the things,
for example like mink oil and how to locate it. This book rocks and so
far as I'm worried this reserve is a classic. I will admit, when I got
eventually to USA section- I was just a little disappointed because it
was filled with weight loss ideas and diets, and it some what strayed
from beauty remedies- which I really wanted to know since I reside in
the USA. Other than that, I really like the book.! natural wonders My
daughter and I loved this book. We've tried most of the face masks and
well known was the coconut essential oil and honey.buy it!.a little
something for everyone. =If you love beauty treatments and using do-it-
yourself solution recipes.... You wont become sorry.? I didn't find the
answers I was looking for. Worth the read Its not at all an entertaining
reserve bc each and every page is some sort of different beauty
secret.It has a lot more recipes than what I had idea. pack filled of
info. Five Stars This is one of the best beauty I've ever read. After
using coconut essential oil for the facial skin mask I began reading
other information upon this super healthy oil and have incorporated into
my cooking. You have to get this If you want DIYs! It makes me realize
that edible, natural stuff are great inside and together with your body!
Everything connects with character. Our beauty products can be right
inside our personal refrigerator or native nation. Also, many countries
utilize the same matter like essential olive oil, egg yolk, and honey.
Most, if not all of the beauty recipes in the book were au organic and
95% of the ingredients could possibly be conveniently attainted at your
neighborhood vegetable stand or Caribbean/Indian market. It's ok It was
ok. Stop Hating! I personally think those that have something to state
about this book are straight up haters. I do love the actual fact that
she tells the benefits of the remedies and the actual fact that her
terms are so enthusiasm so it's hard NOT to try the remedies out, by the
end of the day, this book actually taught me how much I didn't find out
about different countries and their small secrets. Gives us a hint,
right? Five Stars Highly recommended! My nails were as hard as acrylic
nails after only one make use of... I also tried placing garlic into my
clear base coat nail polish and it worked incredible well. One Star
worthless If you like DIYs! This book is so useful This book is
extremely helpful and useful. You need to get this!gave excellent beauty
tips from females all over the globe. It gets right to the point and is
fantastic book for bonding time (doing the remedies collectively). fun
always a fun read I like Love this book!
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